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Do you want to get in touch with your inner creative genius? The almost gate of neurons
inherently generalizes, resulting in inductions beyond the details it starts with.Wouldn't you like
to have a ready response for teammates who squash your novel ideas as not logical? Neural
Almost Gate will open your eyes to the marvels of intuitive thought and provides insights into the
interplay between conscious and unconscious.Several ideas have been published before in
Mensa publications.The brain, the immense cluster of neurons in our cranium, inherently
generalizes as it did even before humans had invented language. Early patterns of thought are
built into our genes and the neural pathways of the brain. These patterns provide insight into
emotions and why there is a tension between what we should do and what we want to do. The
facts and knowledge necessary for thoughts and thinking are learned. Learning occurs due to
genetically controlled neuromodulators and the myelination of neural axons. The incremental
growth of knowledge is crucial to the shape of our mature mind.As we attempt to satisfy our
needs and goals while placating fears and concerns, discover the comparisons of verbal and
non-verbal thoughts that eventually lead to our final decision.Pickup your copy today by clicking
the BUY NOW button.
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sometimes worth a life's experience.- Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.PrefaceAs a long-term Mensa
member, I have always been fascinated by how we think and how individuals think differently. It
frustrated me that explanations of creativity, intuition, and induction so often end with... the idea
popped into the mind.The reliance on words has never explained thoughts that are not logical,
thoughts that leap beyond what logic provides. When I realized neural properties led to
generalization and almost matches that are treated as exact matches, I found the angle to
discuss non-logical brain processing and thoughts.Over thirty years have passed since the germ
of the theory occurred to me. In those years, I followed the progress of neuroscientists, cognitive
scientists, and behavioral economists. For ten years, I’ve posted essays on aspects of the neural
almost gate, but the presentation was piecemeal, not organized from alpha to omega. Three
years ago, I started rearranging my ideas into ordered discussions.Although I didn’t intend to
investigate the role emotions play in thinking, the neural almost gate developed a satisfying
answer uniting genetics and experiences into emotions.The final two chapters in Neural Almost
Gate elaborate the relationship between preconscious, unconscious, and conscious thought
and then their interlocking roles in behavioral choice.On a final note, during the pandemic, I
walked the paths of central Maryland. Sometimes when my glasses fogged up, I took them off.
On one such day, I saw what I thought was a brown and green bush under a tree. Imagine my
surprise when it stood up and walked away. The bush was, in reality, a woman in a brown
sweater and a green skirt.Neural almost gates fill in the blanks of our world, but perfection is not
guaranteed.Day 1. Taste of the World Theorist: How does the brain work?Tablemate: What?
What did you say? Who are you? And why are you asking a complete stranger a question?
Theorist: Can I sit at your table?Tablemate: Oh, I was so absorbed in my work that I didn’t realize
how filled the coffee shop had become. Sure. Let me move that album so you’ll have
room.Theorist: Thank you. I’m visiting my cousin in the neighborhood.Tablemate: Been here
long? And why the strange question about the mind?Theorist: They have put up with me for a
week. Ten more days here, then I will submit my manuscript for publication.Tablemate: You’ll be
right at home here. There are several writers that come in regularly. By the way, I’m a
photographer.Theorist: What jobs do you take?Tablemate: Events that pay the bills. They fund
my freedom to catch nature in action. That’s my passion. Nothing makes me as happy as being



able to capture an interesting event.Theorist: I’m writing about interesting events, but from
another angle. Do you believe the world exists as you perceive it?Tablemate: So that’s your
interest in how does the mind work. Yes, I do. I know what I see and I know my photos capture it.
See these shots from last month’s Pavilion Art Festival. My clients pay me well to capture the
feeling for them.Theorist: I’m not doubting your skill, but can you recall times when your clients
weren’t satisfied by pictures you took for them? Perhaps they didn’t like them.Tablemate: True,
but then their taste leaves much to be desired.Theorist: Leaving tastes aside, that would mean
that their minds didn’t perceive the world as you did.Tablemate: There’s no disputing taste. Is
that your point?Theorist: No, it’s not. Much knowledge is not absolutely true or false, but
contingent on our personal perceptions, extended by theories and rely on moral judgements.[1]
We need to separate raw facts from value-laden implications of those facts for a clear-eyed
perspective on the information used to draw conclusions. Tablemate: If you’re trying to tell me
that this coffee shop appears different for you than me, you’re wasting my time as well as yours.
They charge the same price to everyone who orders an iced latte and biscotti.Theorist: I don’t
mean to suggest that physical reality is different for each of us, but we interpret the slice of reality
we see differently. For instance, one of your clients may have warm memories of a family dinner
at the pavilion, while another may recall an awkward first date there. As a result, the same
picture will impact them differently.Tablemate: Everyone knows that one’s history casts a
personal dimension on one’s taste. Still, this doesn’t make the world different.Theorist: But it
makes our internal world different from those of others.Tablemate: Impossible. The world’s the
same for everyone. What’s the big deal?Theorist: We base our decisions on our perspective of
reality, not the reality itself and that is where significant differences arise. I am writing about the
neural almost gate, an investigation into how neural properties shape our thoughts.Tablemate:
Neurons, those little itty-bitty brain cells that allow us to think. They’re common knowledge. Have
you invented a brain calculus? That must be it. You sum up our neurons and out pop our
thoughts. I’m excited to learn how millions of neurons add up to one little thought.Theorist: You
are widely off the mark. According to the current estimates, there are 82 billion neurons in an
average brain, each having thousands of connections with others.Tablemate: You’re going to tell
me what I think by examining my neurons?Theorist: No, that’s far beyond what I would dare to
claim, but I do propose that neural characteristics cause regularities, which affect everyone’s
thinking because of our shared genetic ancestry.Tablemate: Neural characteristics? This sounds
like neural networks and computers. Are your ideas based on artificial neural networks used in
computers, and not on the human brain?Theorist: No, neural almost gates focus on the human
brain, its neural structure, and the effects on our mental processing. Still, theoretical results
sometimes prompted me to use artificial neural networks to investigate further.Tablemate:
Humph, but wait a minute. Sometimes you say ‘brain’ and sometimes ‘mind.’ Tell me what
differentiates them as you see it.Theorist: Sure. The brain is the physical assemblage of
neurons, glia cells, neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, and the cerebral fluid inside your skull.
The mind is the collection of experiences, beliefs, knowledge, and morals on which we base



decisions and behaviors.Tablemate: That’s a catalog of items. What’s the dividing line between
brain and mind?Theorist: The brain exists in the present, while our mind includes experiences
which shaped it.Tablemate: Since it’s the brain holding those mental memories, your distinction
is not absolute.Theorist: True. Our mind occupies the same space as our physical brain. The
distinction between brain and mind highlights particular functions, rather than physical
separation. Brain refers to the physical structures and processes reacting to current reality, while
mind adds to that memories and knowledge, expanding the current reality to past experiences
and future possibilities.Tablemate: Let’s leave the realm of word-splitting. Tell me one idea about
the neural almost gate, as you call it, that will surprise me.Theorist: Sure. Feature matching
guides our thinking as much as verbal analysis. Although many people insist that every idea
must be logically proven, many thoughts arise from similarities and associations, not from logical
deduction. This argument was first made by Aristotle (1952) in De Poetica where he argued:The
greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. It is the one thing that cannot be learned from
others; and it is also a sign of genius, since an apt metaphor implies an intuitive perception of the
similarity in dissimilars. (p. 695)Tablemate: Genius? Aren’t we talking about you and me? We are
ordinary people, not geniuses. So, tell me, what does a metaphor have to do with feature
matching?Theorist: Metaphors associate different things based on their similarity while ignoring
any differences. For instance, a Jeopardy champ can be called a walking encyclopedia, as that
person knows a multitude of facts. We use feature matching to make the metaphor, requiring
only a close enough match, not an exact match.Tablemate: I would say we count the number of
features in each and the number of matches between them, then apply logic.Theorist: But you’d
be wrong. Feature matches arise from neural gates that treat patterns of close similarity as
identical.Tablemate: Different things can’t be considered the same. You haven’t even answered
my earlier question. How do ordinary people fit into Aristotle’s ‘similarity in dissimilars’?Theorist: I
must tell you about the neural threshold and Hebb’s Law[2] for you to understand why different
inputs are treated the same, but that’s too much for today. Let me answer the last question.
Everyone, not just geniuses, uses the intuitive perception of the similarity in dissimilars. When
we categorize, we notice that different categories share certain similarities. A simple example of
this reduction occurs when we make jokes. We twist a commonplace notion in a new direction to
get a laugh. That’s near to a poetic metaphor. An aspiring genius uses a similarity, ignoring the
dissimilarity in a new, surprising, and important domain. If the association results in success,
then they are more than an aspiring genius.Tablemate: Okay, maybe, but Aristotle says the
similar in dissimilars is intuitive. That means unexplainable and beyond logic, doesn’t it?Theorist:
Beyond logic, yes, but not necessarily unexplainable. There is a structure to the process of
intuition which arises from feature matching or by associations supported by feature matching.
This occurs through the neural threshold operation. Whenever the threshold is exceeded by the
sum of input potentials, the same signal travels downstream to receiving neurons. As a result,
closely similar patterns are treated as they were the same.Tablemate: You want me to scrap
logic and just accept any illogical association my brain comes up with. I cannot do that. You have



distracted me from my paying project long enough. Leave me to my photos. No more neurons
today.Day 2. Neural ThresholdTheorist: Let me tell you how properties of the neuron explain
much of how we think.Tablemate: Not that again. I only have fifteen minutes before I need to
conduct my Zoom class. Astonish me. In one sentence, tell me how a hundred billion neurons
give rise to my thoughts.Theorist: I can’t do that, but I can bring the answer a step closer. Let’s
start with Figure 1 depicting the structure of a typical neuron.Figure 1THEORIST: THE
NUCLEUS is in the soma, the neuron’s body. The dendrites connected to the soma receive input
signals from sensory cells or other neurons. All neurons work in the same basic way. If the total
electric potential received by the dendrites exceeds the neural threshold, the neuron fires. It
sends its signal down its axon to other neurons. The signal sent is the same, no matter which
inputs contributed to triggering the neuron.Tablemate: What about the other terms on the
diagram? Schwann cells, nodes of Ranvier, and axon terminals?Theorist: The myelinated
Schwann cells wrap around the axon, forming small segments. Myelin sheaths insulate the
electric potential of an axon signal, ensuring its rapid transmission. The gaps between the
segments are nodes of Ranvier. At each node, the signal is regenerated, guaranteeing the
accuracy of the signal delivered. In this manner, Schwann cells and nodes of Ranvier provide a
link between distant neural layers.Axon terminals are essential in this process, as they are
engaged when the signal nears its destination. The signal splits, allowing each axon terminal to
deliver the same signal to dendrites of the receiving neurons.Tablemate: Are you saying that the
axon signal arrives from another neuron via the dendrites on the left side of this image?Theorist:
That’s right. Because only one neuron is shown in Figure 1, neuron-to-neuron connections are
missing. Dendrites, on the left of the diagram, receive signals from preceding axon terminals. It’s
important to note that the axon terminal does not physically connect to the dendrite. There’s a
separation between the axon terminal and the receiving dendrite called the synaptic gap. The
signal travels across the gap via a neurotransmitter, a biological messenger.Tablemate: Just
another step. When will you get to the end?[3]Theorist: Not just any step. A crucial step. The
signal is not transmitted across the synaptic gap with its full electric potential. When the
transmission efficiency of the signal across the gap increases, that is a sign that learning has
taken place.Tablemate: Signals firing everywhere in the brain are expected, but how does that
help explain our thoughts?Theorist: Bear with me a little longer. It’s a big deal that every
combination of inputs that exceed the neural threshold causes the same signal to be sent to
each of its receiving neurons, as it implies that a neuron does not differentiate sensations at an
infinitely fine scale. If the inputs are nearly identical, the neuron’s response is the same. It acts as
if the inputs are identical. That different inputs give identical output astonishes me, as it results in
dissimilar things being treated alike. If two disparate input sets enter a neuron and both cause it
to signal, thereafter, these inputs are indistinguishable in the mind.Tablemate: How dissimilar
can the inputs be, yet be treated as the same?Theorist: Excellent question. That’s an answer I
would love to see investigated, but to do so would require both experimental results and new
mathematical techniques.[4] Still, there is no need to despair. Consider the Neural Threshold



Gate shown in Figure 2. This example shows the huge number of inputs the neural body
receives from its dendrites. The net sum of incoming potentials is the determinant of whether a
neuron’s axon will signal (or not) downstream to other neurons.
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